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to settle dispUtes and to lay the foundation for a more
equitable distribution of wealth.and for greater jus
tice among peoples. I· believe that the renewal of
these ideals of the United Nations .will be useful for
all communities but especially for those of young
people. I would venture to point out that the' United
Nations embodies two aspects of an ideal and cul
tural tradition of my country: firstly, the sense of
nationality or the respect for the sovereignty of coun
tries based on their own national •characteristics
-a..fund~mental principle established .by the great
Italian jurist· Pasquale Stanjslao Mancini;-and 'sec
ondly, the sense of internationalism, of a meeting
of countriesina vast community, in a great Organ
ization.
3. To recount to you the history of the results
achieved in almost 30 years of the activity. of the
United Nations seems tome not. only superfluous
but disrespectful. It is a history that we must de..
scribe. realistically and courageously to the... people~
of the world and we (Dust in.f9rm themnot only of the
successes but also of our bitter thoughts at the delays
and failures that .have occurred•.But certainly one
result has been achieved: the. spectreofa new world
(ragedy has. been gradually. disapP'~ai.rins from. jhe
world.. We do not disregard the contribution, deci
sive at tiptes, made in.this respect by m~ny bilateral
and.multilateral sources. However, even in thecase
of. eyents which.have .been concluded or. developed
outside the United Nations, allow me to say, ma
tribute to your work, that these events are the fruit
of the spirit of the United Nations and often are also
the fruit of its meetings and of the opportunities for
understanding,agreem~Jlt, dialogue ': and discussion
which the United Nations provides for -represen..
tatives of all the countries of the world.
4. One important problem which is in the (orefront
of your preoccupations is.disarmament. Here I would
like to . recall what the Italian. Foreign .Minister,
Mr. Moro, stated in this Hall whenhe outlined.the
strategy~orpeace. This strategy for peace requires
patience, :reOection,sacrifice and above all tile de..
termination never to relax our efforts. The .world
'has become too small for' its security to be confined
to certain regions•.Hence it is boitt necessary and
useful to maintain Close relations be.t\Veen,countries
for the. solution 'of these problems. It is .trUly'bewil
dering:and friSQtening that 1n .,this.cent~rY)· .pariJc
ularly In recent years, we see, in contrast to the pro
digious developments of science and technology,
the re-emergence of attempts to use fear, Violence,
cruelty,inhumanity.and terrorism.

S• But if certain initial results have been achieved
in the .efforts to avert the danger of a, world tragedy,
we must at the same time look Upon other. events,
being aware that our efforts have.. 'been' unsuccessful
at times.. If we thinkoftheMiddle'Ea~t problem,

• ~r. Leone spoke in Italian. The Enllish yenion of his' state
ment was supplied by the delc.ation.
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I. the PRESIDENT (interpretation from French):
On behalf of the General Assembly I have the honour
to welcome to' the United Nations His Excellency
Mr. Giovanni Leone, the President of the Italian
Republic, .and to invite him to address the General
Assembly.
2. Mr. LEONE (President of the Italian Republic):·
First of all I should like to express my profound
satisfaction at the opportunity that ·has been 'Iiven
to me to address my greetings to this Assembly which
is being guided by such an eminent personality as
yourself, Mr. President, the illustrious representative
of a country which' has' always shown a .profound
faith in United Nations ideals and with Which Italy
maintains cordial and frien~ly relations. I would
also like to thank, you for your welcome. I consider
it a great privilege to be able to convey the greetings
and good wishes of my country to this Organiza
tionon which the interests of the world are fixed.
Towards you and towards the United Nations are
directed the expectations, the anxieties,· the aspira
tions, the torments and the delu3ions .of -all the. peo
ple of the world. Towards you are directed above
all the hopes of our young people and,. ask you .to
allow me to speak for them because I have spent
40 years teachinl in.Italian universities. These young
people who are looking towards. you are students,
workers and indeed young people of every class,
who often feel themselves cut off, deprived. and
stripped of every ideal and are. anxiously. s~eking
new expectations and new ideals. This is certainly
the highest ideal that can be offered to the youth
of the world: the organization of all the countries
of the world brought together tu strive for peace,
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t4.Mr. G6MEZ BERGES (Dominican Republic)
(interpretation from Spanish): Mr. President.' be..
fore beginning my statement on behalf of the delega
tion of the Dominican Republic I should like to express
in this General Assembly the great sorrow which
overwhelms the Government and 'people, of the
Dominican Republic at the tragedy which our sister
RC!p~blicof Honduras is living through. Honduras
Which;-in this period of its history, is making extraor
dinarY efforts to achieve progress on'the road to
wards development, at this time suddenly has to face
the violent forces of destiny. There has been prac
tically total destruction as though an apocalyptic
hand wanted to plunge it into despair. But that is
why we are all here, the sister republics of'Honduras,
meeting in, this international forum so that we may
here raise ourvoices 'and help in an effective manner
the faMilies which are' at this time living through
terrible anxiety. We express our solidarity with and
condolences to Honduras. .

IS. The Dominican Republic, which takes pride
ill being one ofthe' founding Membersof the United
Nations, has .always paid its tribute of faith to the
principles, of 'the Organization, which have opened
,up new horizons for an international legal order,
the .structure ofwhk t~ ;'~as'since its establishment re
s~sted tbeonsl~ughts on the circumstances' of life
of peoples, is pleased to extend to the President of
the General Assembly, Mr. Abdelaziz Bouteflika,
our most cordial good Wishes on his election, through
the unanimous will of the countries represented
here, to allow him ·to preside over this session and
to guide us with his well-known experience and
wisdom in the tasks which await us.

the Cyprus. crisis aljd the conflicts that persi'st ID This contribution has always given US an opportunity'
South-East Asia, it becomes increasingly necessary . to''': continue, advance and strengthen that interna
for all Members of the United Nations to act effec- ""'f(ionalism that I mentioned at the beginnir-g of this
tively in the search for solutions to these political' bA~f address to the United Nations. The Italian
problems, which are serious also because of the" Constitution, in whose elaboration I took part' as
human losses they involve. a member of the Italian 'Assembly which adopted
6. As I think of the basic role of the United Nati~ns i~, has established .two basic principl~s: t~e repudia-
i"the mainten"ance,,'of peace, I feel I should t,um~IIIY non of war a~ an IDstrume~tp.f solvl~g:~lspute~ be-
thoughts with reverence and emotion to all those, tween peoples an~ the possibility l"!f 1.lml~mg natl(~nal
including many Italians9 who have sacrificed their ~overelgnty as. a dlrec~ m~ans of eliminating CO~fllctS
lives in carrying out the ,assignments given them by and, above ab, of bringing peoples together ID the
the United Nations. They are true citizens of the search for peace.
world because they have placed themselves in'the 12. In following this tradition, which is also a tradi-
service of a universal ideal and they are the true tion of thought and of the cukure of the country which
expression of that collective conscience of mankind I have the honour of representing here, I pledge the
which turns towards you and, brings before you its unremitting and active participation of Italy in the
anguished demands, work and progress of the United Nations and I express
7. I have added faith in the validity of the United the hoJ?C that you, Mr: President, the United. Nations
Nations as I observe it': growing response to the ~nd thl~ Assemb~y Will be able to ~ork ~Ith.ever-
need for discussions, studies and regulations which ~ncreasIDg enthusiasm and c.onstructlve action m the
continually 'emerge at a time- of such rapid change. mterest of peace and fraternity among peoples.
I refer in particular to the need to achieve economic 13. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French):
and social progress. On behalf of the General Assembly I wish to thank

- . . '" ,. '. . His Excellency the President of the Italian Republic
8. R~pr~sentatlvesm. !h15 Ass~mbly and m the for the important statement he has just made
orgamzanons of the United Nations firmly are be- I :s.
coming increasingly convinced that they must make Mr. Sic/air (Haiti), Vice-Presidents took the Chair.
a massive and creative effort to establish a new and
more just order to meet the -economic and social
needs of the world's peoples. To this end, I would
like to recall the most recent initiatives taken in the
search for solutions to the problemsof raw materials
and development, the economic rights and duties
of States, the utilization 'of the world's resources
and the problem of'food andworld hunger. -Quite
recently, the Sec'retary-Gel1eral,' Mr. Waldheim,
spoke out as the legitimate and effective interpreter
of these urgent and often dramatic needs, inviting
the nations of the world to make a, more generous
contribution. And having mentioned' the name of
Mr.Waldheim, I would like/to pay him a special
tribute of homage and sympathy. The field of ac
tion which opens up before us is immense; this
constitutes a veritable challenge for our time.

9. 'I must also stress what your' Organization has
achieved in order to' secure' the universal recogni
tion of basic human rights and of the 'liberation 'of
peoples.' ,. Among the most imPortanttesults attained
we must mention the self·determination'andeman
cipation of peoples, which has proved, as the United
Nations had already proclaimed, not to favour one
country or to be against another country, but' to serve
mankind as a whole, the advancement of peoples,
the 'f~ee d~velopment of the individual, the recogni
tion of Il'ational sovereignty', and the,. exaltation of the
independence andfreedomof the human spiri!. "

10. All this gives us comfort and hope, And (,redit
must be Jiven to all those connected with the United
Nations; beginning .with the, Secretary·General to
whom I have just paid a tribute.

.-.. .
ll~ltalyhas always made an active, intense, en!"
thusiastic and responsible contribution to the activ
ities of the United Nations. Allow me-to recall with
pride the period in which.the presidency of the Gen..
eral Assembly was held by one of the most eminent
Italian politicians, Mr. Fanfani [twentieth session].
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16. We know very well that, as well as having
eminent qualifications, he is a patriot determined
to bring about the progress of Algeria so as to main
tain in the forefront the prestige which it enjoys as
a country which loves peace and independence, which
has outstanding virtues and is concerned to see that
the ideals and principles of the Charter will also
contribute' to the rule of peace and brotherhood
among all peoples. Thus, our delegation is aware
that your enlightened mind will assist us to find
during this session the most correct solutions to the
problems that we shall be 4ealing with under our
agenda, and thus to fulfil the objectives laid down
in San Francisco when the United Nations came
into being.
17. Mr. President, we are certain that you too
represent the continuity of that humanistic and uni
versalist philosophy which has been represented
here so brilliantly by Mr. Leopoldo Benites, an
illustrious son of Ecuador, a man .whose impact is
already continental and universal.
18. In the course of the year that has elapsed be
tween the twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth sessions
of the General Assembly, there have been negative
international events which we have had to deplore
and which have had repercussions on our Organiza
tion, the guiding genius in which the peoples that
created it entrusted their major objectives for peace
and universal solidarity.
19. Yet it is those very events which put to the
test the principles of the Charter and the complicated
mechanisms available for the attainment of the funda
mental objectives. For that reason we must rec
ognize that we must also be convinced that there
have been positive events on which the task of the
United Nations is nourished.

20. We must have the hope that the sanctity of
nature which is approaching is the foundation of a
new beginning, of a new history. Our motto from
now on should be: we shall all work. Nothing could
give us more encouragement than these wise words
of the immortal North American poet Wait Whitman:
"If you don't find me at once, don't be discouraged;
if I am not there, look for me elsewhere. I am waiting
for you. Somewhere I am waiting for you."

21. All our peoples are convinced that since the
State came into being as a legal concept propelled
by the history of civilization up to the present time
and since the beginnings of the concept of law, which .
in America goes back to the "Sunday before Christ
mas in 1511 when in Santo Domingo the Dominican
Antonio de Montesinos delivered' a sermon ." in a
church with a cane roof', a revolutionary . sermon
which he himself called "a voice crying out in the
wilderness" and which the immortal .Dominican
humanist Pedro Henriquez Ureiia latercalled-.."one
of the great events of our spirit~ai history"; .these
concepts have constituted the most astonishing inven
tion which the mind .of man could have created to
ensure the survival of the human species despite

. all the destructive forces' 'which very often have
threatened to eradicate the little world we live in.

22. The certainty that we gain from these facts
which history and philosophy teach us should be for
us and for all the peoples represented in this Organ-

ization the supreme .factor which encourages us
even more to become stronger, to recognize that,
while it is true that very often some events have
aroused inevitable and convenient 'criticism and others'
have been viewed as signs of a weakening in the
attainment of our fundamental obiectives, it is no less
true that in every case the principles have become
stronger.
23. No one can deny that in this century of the
atom the horror of war could lead' to the destruc
tion of the planet. Our Organization, far from re
maining static-although some of its principles have
been violated in circumstances which have led some
to believe in a crisis of the law-has proved, as has
been said, that: "Development of relations among
States in the world of today could not be conceived
of without a universal organization of the scope of
the United Nations. If the United Nations did ,not
exist, we would have to invent it."

24. Because of changes in political thinking in a
period in history in which our civilization is going
through a transition which was already forecast by
perhaps unexpected developments and which will
change the face of the world, in past years we have
expressed similar concepts in response to the quest
for constructive solutions; among these we might men
tion the system of international security and defence.

.25. The fact. that we are witnessing quick changes
in ideas which require profound revisions in the
systems of law' among States, and accordingly in the
Charter, has been recognized lately, with great vigour
and decisiveness, in the Latin American region.

26. Hence, the Organization of American .States
[OASj in carrying out in-depth studies which have
led to drafts for fundamental reforms of the con
stituent instrument, which will be submitted to the
fifth General A.ssembly to be held in April 1975 and
to be preceded by the Consultative Meeting of Min
isters of Foreign Affairs, to be held in Quito next
November. That I1lU~t be the point of departure for
the revitalization' and reorganization of the OAS,
so that it may continue to serve as an effective in
strument for the aspirations to peace, development
and integration of the peoples of our continent. This
means that in this forum too we have felt the vigorous
onslaught of changes in structure which, although
they have been' correct and effective for a long time,
have now been.powerfully affected by the. new. facts
of the international procedures, thus confirming the
postulate that principles are nothing more than an
emanation of necessity.

27. The Latin American region can be proud at this
time that it is testing with usefulresults-at least
so far-an effective instrument Which inevitably will
be called upon to be .more general in international
relations. Lam referring to the ne~ dialogue.

28.. -We wo.uld like to refer logically to the dialogue
that started in .BOgota within the broadest frame
work of brotherhood and equality where, with great
clarity and sincere frankness, the Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of Latin America decided ·to bold talks.. with
the Secretary of State of the United States of Amer
ica, Mr.·Henry Kissinger, so-as to seek by joint agree
ment-aULatin America united, .together with. the
United States-the solution of the most immediate
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problems of the countries south of the River Bravo.
This new dialogue was continued in Tlatelolco, in
the beautiful capital of Mexico, and later in Wash
ington.

29. We can point with satisfaction to the spirit of
Tlatelolco, as we have called this new dawn of a
meeting of minds among Latin American countries,
without claiming to lay down standards for other
regions of the world, since other problems, such as
those which affect other areas in Europe and Asia,
may find in a similar policy legal, practical ,and hon
ourable sohnions such as permanent peace in the
Middle East and a solution of the Cyprus case, to
mention only two striking examples.

30. With regard to the Third World, it is no bold
statement to aftirmthat one of the causes which
regrettably affect respect for human right~, without
involving in it the blind crudity of political passions,
is forceful measures and. the, great dissatisfactions
aroused by the underdevelopment of peoples, and
this is cruder and rougher when it reflects unemploy
ment and poverty which bring about a confronta
tion between the scant resources available to satisfy
these needs and the impossibility of making those
resources sufficient.

31. Thus we cannot fail to support, as we have
supported in the past, in this General Assembly the
need which cannot be postponed to give priority
to the claims of the countries of the Third World.
Even though it cannot be deniedthat progress has
been made in that direction, we must frankly admit
that in fact there exists no effective dynamic action
for a frontal approach to the problem created by
underdevelopment in more than 100 areasrif the
world in so far as the jUrisdiction of the United Na
tions. extends. We therefore. advocate .the applica
tion in this field of the postulate whereby the devel
oped countries of the world have contracted a natural
obligation to contribute so thllt the countries of the
Third World may more §peedily attain development.

32. That is the policy .drawn by the Charter of
Algiers, ( where the matter was considered in its
full, tragic consequences with the recognition, there
fore, that it is 'an undeniable truth that the world of
today gyrates around the economy, which is the
axis .which centralizes all constructive forces, on
which depend the inevitable and. changing' social
developments of peoples,which are so personally
linked to the economic developments- that there is
not, a single activity of social gathering or of man
himself, individually, which does not depend on the
economic tides which show the alternatives to our
present civilization.

33. With regard to international progress, on the
other hand, there are perspectives within the present
international situation which lead' to the recognition
that there is a substantial advance towards pro
gressively Itortnalizing situations which have been of
concern to States and, peoples and which have pre
vented agreements which would facilitate. and reduce
toa minimum the causes that bring about a departUre
from the line of conduct drawn forpemtanent peace
by the United Nations, within its .legal order fot all
~opres. '

,34. It it; encouraging to contemplate that some
obstacles that had seemed to be insuperable have
been removed from the road so as to bring about
the essential reconciliation .required by the concept
of universality, -which. should govern an organiza
tion such as ours which already has welcomed more
than 138 sovereign .and independent States and. will
receive into the world family more States in com
pliance with the principles of the, self-determination
of peoples and the total decolonization of the world,
an event in relation to which all peoples can legiti
mately consider themselves to be brothers..Q.. -
35. Because of the effecti~eness which we attach
to dialogue, in an atmosphere of friendship and
equality and constructive frankness, as a method
which should be attempted more frequently in the
new .diplomacy, we have removed certain clouds
which shadowed the prospect of a better under
standing between the United States of America and
the .Sovlet Union, as well as with the People's
Republic of China. '

36. We do not believe that it is going too far to
affirm that this has been the result of the fact that
confrontation has been followed by a new and sound
criterion of negotiation following the best course for
men and nations, so that sooner or later all the rough
edges which bar the way to international harmony
may be made smooth.
37. Concerning the Law of the Sea, two years ago
our country had the privilege to be the host for the
1972 Specialized Conference of the Caribbean Coun
tries on Problems of the Sea, As the result of the
deliberations of that important gathering, which
was attended by all the Ministers for Foreign Affairs
of all the countries ofCentral America and the Carib
bean, a new instrument was drafted, called the Dec
laration of SantoDomingo.!

38. The-agenda covered many important aspects on
that subject, among which we considered theterri
torial sea and the exploitation and conservation

. of marine species.as well as the regime for the sea-bed,
within our joint geographical circumscription, and
we also dealt with concrete aspects of pollution as
themerciless enemy of marine fertility.

39. On that memorable occasion, the idea of the
patrimonial sea was stated, .the idea of exclusive
exploitation not to extend more than 200 miles starting
from the baselines.

40. The results obtained were undeniably .positive
in effect, and they have had fruitful \ repercussions
at the second session of theThirdUnited Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea, held at Caracas
in 1974, on the fascinating subject of the wealth of
the sea and its subsoil as a promising way 'out for
the problem raised by shortages of food and of over
population, the prpjections of which are alarming
everywhere in the,·world. .

. ~ " .

4i ., .. It was a fortunate coincidence that the Spe
cializedConference, held in Santo Domingo in 1954,
on the territorial sea, thecontinental she)' andexploi
tation of the wealth of the sea and related matters,
suggested as a contlictive contribution the concept
·of exploitation, which was an advance-over the doc
trinaire formulations regardinghorizontaHty and
verticality asmodules within which the rights of the
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1 47. America has started what we have' called the
I new dialogue, which we are taking advantage of

only to . implement, through a practical, coherent
and harmonious system and in accordance, with' the
most deeply felt needs. of Latin America, the plans
and projects which we need to face the reality of our
own situations.

48. 1'0 speak now of' a policy for accelerated eco
nomic development: at this very hour the countries

lof ~he worldare meeting inthehigbest~f the in~er
national forums and, come here loaded With beautiful
illusionsand with a series of beautifulfolmulas backed
by arguments which are profoundly convincing but
often difficult to translate into reality j and require
that at this time we :frankly .and hone$tly put a stop
to the .uncontrotled outpouring of projects,plans
andprogrammes, m~nYo.f which > have failed to pro-
vide the expectedresults,' .

the Geneva 49. We are going to make a sincere suggestion to
the countries that are gathered here, ,particularly
to the countries of Latin America. Basicallywesug
gest that we should seek a mechanism or the mecha
nisms necessary for the true, ultimate development
of our peoples.
50. In these times much is said about thepopula
tion explosion, which has given rise to great discus
sions and important meetings, such as the World

, Population, Conference beld at Bucharest from 19 to
30 August 1974. FAO met in Panama. not long ago
to speak about the need to increase.agrlcuhural pro
duction. In Yugoslavia, from 16 to 22 of this month,
the second round-table was" held on agro-industry.
Much is said of the need to obtain investments for
the principal industries and, above all, .much is said
about the energy crisis and about inflation as one
of the problems which have absorbed all mankind
in recent times.
51. We cannot deny that the apparentlydispro
portionate rise in prices brought about by the petro
leum-producing countries lies at the root of the'dis
concertil1lrunaway inflation which ,shakes to its
very foundations the culture of super-consumption
and the relative prosperity maintained up to now.
The drama of 'the situation is clear when we compare
the prices,of some commodities: a metric ton of corn
in 1972 cost$51;JnJanuary 1974 it rose to $122. The
price of wheat which, an large measure, is a world
food staple, rose from $60 per metric ton in 1972 to
$214 in January 1974. Rice, which is one of the prod
ucts of "ls~estcon~9!n"p~j9!!in .th~. ~g~~-f~~v~!>~d
countries, rose a1armmgly from $131'permetnc ton In
January 1972 to $538 in January of this year.

52. The ,ominousco~sequenc~s of this, .dramatic
economic process have, had the most catastrophic
and desperate impact on the poorest countries, where
hunger and malnutrition have killed millions and
millions of. human beings and will. do vast. harm to
future generations, _ince the infant mortality rate
of the poorcountrie~itittained its highest point during
the year 1973, which surely history will baptize' the
year of inalnutrition and human wretchedness.

53. Despite these facts, we realize. that the.process
seems to be ,irreversible. That is .why we .are con
vinced, ,and we wish to make this known to this, As
sembly, that the means of solving our problems is
the rational and intensive~xpl()itation of our soiland

. at the same time the industrialization of its prod
uctS"our goal being to attain maximumproductiyity.

, . .
54. .Thts ,policy will. of neces$ity lead ustousethe
most modem agricultural .tools and •equipment ,and
the most advanced technical methods in,theadminis
tration of production, industrializat,on and marketing
programmesforagrariatl productsand,togetberwith
agrarian reform, .would complement the" integral
development of Latin America.

:SS. · It is necessary to incorporate into our 4~vel
opment plans the concept, ofagro-industry,wlUch
calls for industries to be established where agriCUl
ture is being practised, so as to bring to our 8gri
cultural '.peoples not only the ,possibility "'of taking
part in enterprises which wouldensure them afixed
income,s,ocial, security,bonuses,old-age ,pensio-ns,
and" S(). on" but "also an opportunity ·to,'educate, their'

I coastal countries adopted in 1954 in
Conventions should be regulated.
42. The Dominican Republic therefore has for
decades been' co-operating for the development and
adoption of anew legaPregime for the sea. It was
with these convictions that we were present at Car
acas, and while the Conference there did not arrive
at a draft convention on this important subject, which
involves the interests ,of all countries equally, it is
no less true that it will make it possible to arrive at
tinal formulations on the points on which no agree
ment was reached at Caracas, particularly in respect
of the criterion of the Dominican Republic that major
industrial installations on narrow straits must be the
subject of negotiations so as to contribute to the
prevention of any kind of nol1ution.
43.,Concerning new States, when we consider
the perspective offered by the continuous growth
of the United Nations, we must rejoice at the fact
that the prophecy that we would arrive at the univer
sality desired by its founders, made when it took
its first steps in an uncertain world, has been fulfilled.

44. We also recognize that this decision on the
part of the new States to become Members of the
Organization · shortly. after' achieving independence
is an unequivocalsign that the Organization is moving
for.ward and that its instruments are effective for
the attainment of its objectives, despite changes
which 'occur internally in States and internationally.

45. With these convictions, our delegation is pleased
and honoured to welcome Bangladesh, Guinea
Bissau and Grenada. We are certain that, as they
were able to win independence, so they will be able
to .share the common responsibilities of all· States
Members of the United Nations.

46. I turn now to Panama. It is of great benefit to
America that, after the meetings of the Security'
Council held in the city of Panama, where all' the
Latin American countries supported the position of
Panama in its Claims for a revision of the Canal Treaty,
and after the visit and the dialogue with Ma-. Henry
Kissinger, negotiations' have been startedin a spirit
of friendship, mutual equality and, respect. This is
a step forward towards the changea.procfaimed in

I the ,last international meetings in the Latin American
; region.
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children, to change their habits and to raise their
standard of living, which bears no comparison with
the standard of living of the urban workers, who
enjoy high salaries and relative equality of oppor
tunity.
56. This policy is different from the policy of import
substitution, which leads to an industry without a
capacity for innovation and is always underdevel
oped. It obliges economic integration to start with
micro-economic units forming part of a harmonious
scheme, until they can be moulded into a single body
able to generate the necessary energy to satisfy every
need with the greatest possible social justice. It
would furthermore be a rational method of halting
the great migration of people from the rural areas to
the urban centres, attracted by the illusion of a non
existent industrial development.
57. It has been said that an integrated agro-industry
is a modern enterprise aiming to industrialize one
of the most ancient and most important activities
of mankind. Hence it is not new; it is the clear and
objective definition of its goals that is new, as is
also the certainty that it constitutes an effective and
fundamental mechanism for a genuine solution to our
problems.
58. The world is today facing one of the gravest
crises ever recorded in the history of mankind, and
that is the disproportion between food production
and world population growth. There are even large
areas of the world where agricultural production
has decreased substantially in the past years.
59. The essential reason for this almost general
deficit in agricultural production is. fundamentally
based on the lack of a clear policy which would moti
vate man and lead him to work his soil in the social
conditions required by the world today, such as the
technology, the training and administration, the
financing and marketing;' so that the optimum yield
may be obtained from' the soil.

. 60. It is no accident that c~~e sugar was, has been
and will continue to be one of. the main substances
of the economic process of the Dominican Repub
lic, and that the manner in which it is sown, harvested
and processed. is industrial, with a high degree of
technology-this is one of the spheres where man
has been able to produce raw materials at the lowest
prices. Cane sugar and its industrial processing
constitute a powerful agro-industry in many of our
countries, which allow for effective agricultural
and industrial yields for the economiesof our people.

·61. The man in the field must have in his hands
the necessary means to extract the highest yields
front nature. Nature, which is wise, has always had
its own .mechanisms, and since, the very beginning
of mankind there have always been, although not
fn the dramatic proportions of today, population
growth and production deficit. And today all that
we men have achieved has been to create some of
the necessary elements for a precarious subsistence
for the vast m~ority of our peoples.
62. That is why we make an appeal from this inter
national forum so that all countries, and in partic
ular the Latin American countries, may consider
the adoption of this policy, since Latin America
is the area of the greatest hope of the world. It is the

area of the world which is least exploited, where the
land has not yet been worked technically, where
the man in the field constitutes 70 per cent of our
population of 300 million inhabitants, today, and it
is the region that could become one of the most pro
ductive areas of the world.
63. Regrettably, so far most economic policies
in our area have been circumscribed to the mere
subsistence of the individual. Few times and in few
countries has any thought been given to or action
taken of heroic proportions to face our ills.
64. W.e are totally convinced of the effectiveness of
the system of agrarian reform, because in our country,
which has a territory of barely 48,070 square kilo-.
metres, in the last eight years, under the administra
tion of the constitutional government of Mr. Joaquin
Balaguer, thousands and thousands of families have
achieved a substantial increase in their agricultural
production. But if we were to create the concept
of the manager of the field and make of it a reality~

"a manager and man from the city in the field",
possibly the social mutation that would occur in our
countries would have highly positive repercussions
for future generations, because if the man of the

. city were to go to the field and set himself up with
a large enterprise, in a constitutionally legal manner,
'as was done in the Dominican Republic, the land
would become the property of the one who cul
tivated it, with laws for minimum salary, social
security benefits and other kinds of benefits for
workers in the field, like the treatment accorded
workers in the city; then migrations' towards urban
centres would be reduced and small countries, such
as mine, for example, could relatively easily become
societies where all the men who work in the field,
would have electrici-v, television sets, refrigerators
and all the advances of modern times, together with
fresh air and the beauty of nature.
65. Obviously the State must provide these man
agerswith the necessary resources, such as the
required infrastructure, so that the execution of
these rrojects follows standards of productivity, with
a minimum of expenditures, as incentives for the
development of managerial skills of this kind..

66. It is also vital for international institutions
such as the World Bank and the Inter-American
Development Bank to intensify their actions so that
this type of undertaking may serve the purposes
sought. .

67. Two decades ago the world had an eminently
political criterion. Today the criterion is eminently
economic. The most obvious proof is how world
policy has changed because of the surprising rise in
oil prices and the sudden development of such coun
tries as Brazil and Venezuela, which have now at
tained some of the highest production levels and
some of the "ighest standards of living ever recorded
in their history by those great and powerful South
American nations.

68. Most of the countries of Latin America have
suffered a great ill, and there is no more important
forum than the-General Assembly' of the United Na
tions for us to carry out our own self-criticism. And
this great ill is the legendary tendency to live by
asking for help from the powerful, at a risk of un-
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dermining the self-determination of our people, - to
find ways for the powerful to help us, while we main
tain an attitude almost of indifference, and not just
of collective irresponsibility, expecting others to do
things for us, instead of facing our problems with
our own intelligence, our own resources and our
own means.

69. The world of today-and absolutely no one
disputes this-is made up of a series-of indepen
dent States with interdependent economies. It is
now clear that all the key economic factors must
be assessed, both in relation to their national reper
cussions as well as their international repercussions,
It is only in our times that the world leaders seem
to have become fully aware of the importance of.
what has been called economic interdependence.
As an expert on economics at Harvard University,
Professor Raymond Bermond, said: "Suddenly
sovereign States feel naked. Concepts of national
sovereignty and a national economic potential seem
to be curiously lacking in meaning."

70. We wish to emphasize that perhaps the most
curious aspect of this new development of interde
pendence is that the reactions that have been aroused
have followed no foreseeable standard. Few devel
oped or developing countries seem to know how to
deal with this. Some consider this as coercion and
others consider it. as an opportunity. But there is
complete agreement only in assuring that interde
pendence is a. fact and that it would seem that in
certain circumstances it may represent an unprece
dented opportunity for development .and prosperity.

71. However, we cannot ignore' the fact that, unless
we achieve genuine and integral development in our
peoples, interdependence will come to an end, and
we shall go back to the humiliating and anachronistic.
dependence which violates the most elementary

'principles of the integrity of our State. "

72. To strengthen this thesis and so that we may
be conscious of the fact that all that we have stated
here is absolutely feasible, we need do no morethan
read articles 29, 30 and part of 31 of the Charter of
the Organization of American States, as amended
by the Protocol-of Buenos Aires, of 27 February
1967,3 which state the following: .

"Article 29. The Member States, inspired by the
principles of inter-American solidarity and co-oper
ation, pledge themselves to a united effort to ensure
social justice in .the Hemisphere and. dynamic
and balanced economic development for their
peoples, as conditions essential -to peace and
security.

"Article 30. The .Member States pledge them
selves to mobilize their own national human and
material resources through suitable programs, and
recognize the Jmportenceof operating within an
efficient domestic structure, as fundamental condi
tions for their economic and socialprogress. and
for assuring effective inter-American co-operation.'

"Article 31. To accelerate .their economic and
social development, in accordance with their
own methods and procedures and Within the frame
work of the democratic principles and the institu..
lions of the inter-Americansystem, the Member'

States agree to dedicate every efforeto·-achieve
the following basic goals:

"(a) Substantial and self-sustained increase
in the per capita national product;

"(b) Equitable distribution of national income;
"(c) Adequate and equitable systems of

taxation;
;"(d) Modernization of rural life and reforms

leading to equitable and efficient land
tenure systems, increased agricultural
productivity, .expanded use, of undevel
oped .land, .diversification of production; .
and improved processing and marketing

.systems for agricultural products; and
the strengthening and expansion 'of facil
ities to attain these ends;

"(e) Accelerated and diversified industrializa
tion, especially of capital and interme
diate goods;

"(f) Stability in the domestic price levels,
compatible with sustained'economic de
velopment and the attainment of social
justice;

"(g) Fair- wages, employment opportunities,
and acceptable working conditions for
all;

" "
73. We are aware that the analysis that we have
thought agro-industry deserves does not require so
much attention by the countries which, benefiting from
the' wealth of the subsoil, have been able to make up'
for some of the poverty with other structures where
an extraction industry mobilizes large amounts 'of cap
ital and the. eby have obtained an accelerated course
towards development and self-sufficiency.

74. Ifwe, the peoples of America, are to achieve and
bring to a happy conclusion and concrete reality the,
programmes. for agricultural development 'and indus
trialization, we shall all of Us see our efforts crowned
with glory and the efforts of those illustrious states
men who, with their brave deeds and their glories and
the courage of' their peoples and the firmness 'with
which they have brandished their swords, gave us our
freedom and thereby the right to go on promising and
attaining the establishment ofajust society where slav
ery will never exist, nor s~rvility" nor dependence,

75. On beh~\lf afmy delegation, permitmeto pay a
tribute to'peace, which is the supreme objective of the
United Nations, on the fulfibnent of whose principles
the destiny ,ofmankind depends more than ever today.
Peace is all the more ,hidden when we most seek it.
It most hideswhen it is 'best loved. It is most confused
when it is nearest.Ttis mostsacredwhen it is distant.
It is most radiant when it is denied.

Mr. Boutejlika (Algeria) resumed the Chair.

76. Thegteat geniuses of political thinking of anti
quity and of modem times have tried to define peace
within its philosophical vastness. Let me here,how..·
ever, simply state the theological thin'king'ofSt. Augus-
tine, who said: .

"The peace of men is orderly concordjpeace at.
home is agreed uniformity among. those in author-

....

•
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ity 'and' those who obey and live in, it; peace In the proceeded apace. Today;-a ia~'ge number-of coun-
city is the orderly concord of citizens and neighbours tries can acquire, should they so choose, the capa-
in ruling and obeying; peace in all things is tranquil- bility to develop nuclear weapons. That they might
lity in order, and order is nothing more than a dis- actually do so was brought sharply home to the world
position of equal and unequal things, which gives by the explosion of a nuclear device this year by yet
to each its proper place." another country, India. This is a development of

77. Mr. AHMED (Pakistan): Mr..President, it gives grave import.
my delegation great pleasure to offer you warmfelici- 85. The Government of India affirms that its nu-
tations on your election as President of the General clear explosion was intended entirely for peaceful
Assembly. We regard this election as recognition of purposes. The real difficulty lies in the fact that,
the notable role played by Algeria in the furtherance in technological terms, there is no difference be-
of the just causes of the third world. You are a symbol tween a nuclear explosion '{pr peaceful purposes
too of the dynamic and resurgent forces of liberation and one that is conducted to develop a nuclear weap-
thatanimate the great continent of Africa, forces which .on, There is the further danger that India's experi
will continue to have our resolute support. ment may have 'removed the restraint on nuclear
78. I should like to take this opportunity to pay our proliferation and, unless effective safeguards can
tribute to Mr. Leopoldo Benites of Ecuador, who be provided against it, the Indian example may be
presided with distinction over the twenty-eighth ses- emulated by others.
sion of the General Assembly, as well as over its 86. India's nuclear explosion .came up for discus-
momentous sixth special session. sion at the Fifth Islamic Conference, attended by
79. I wish to express also the distress of my coun- 37 countries, which met in Kuala Lumpur in June this
try at the appalling tragedy that has struck Honduras year.ilt unanimously adopted a resolution which, inter
and to convey to' those who have suffered the deep alia, called upon all nuclear-weapon States to give
sympathy of the people of Pakistan. a solemn undertaking in the nature of an obligation

not to 'use nuclear weapons against any non-nuclear-
80. ,. My country joins other Members of the United weapon State. In the view of my Government, such
Nations in welcoming the People's Republic of Bang- an undertaking is necessary not' only in itself: it is
ladesh, Grenada and Guinea-Bissau as new Mem- needed also if nuclear proliferation is to be checked.
bers of this Organization. We look forward to the
distinctive .contributions we know they will make 87. There is one other line of action which might
to the work of the United Nations. be fruitfully pursued in our search for security. It is
- -, now widely recognized that the goal of general and

81. The past year has taken us somewhat closer complete disarmament can be brought nearer by col-
to the realization of,the objectives of the Organiza- lateral measures such as the establishment of nuclear-
tion. There have been welcome serious moves to free zones in various parts of the world. The General
resolve the long-standing. Arab-Israeliconflict in order Assembly has commended this idea on several occa-
to bring peace to the Middle East. In Africa, a mo- sions.The non-nuclearStates Conferencealso adopted
mentous step 'has been taken towards decoloniza- a decision to this effect in 1968. The countries mem-
tion. The Third World has succeeded in. promoting bers of the Association of South-East Asian Nations
widespreadrecognition of. the need for amore equi- [ASEAN] have taken a similar stand against the intro-
table international economic. order. These are posi- ductionof nuclear weapons in their region.The Organ- .
tive developments, but we hav~"yet far to travel to izationof. African Unity [OAU] has taken the same
reach our goal. position' with regard to Africa. In Latin America, a
82. The world is still haunted by a pervasive sense treaty is already in effect. aimed at making that area a
of insecurity and, as a result of the mounting int1a~ nuclear-free zone. On this year's agenda [item 101]
tionary pressures, the poorer nations face a desperate . there is a similar proposal, jointly introduced by Iran
struggle for economic survival. and Egypt, with regard to the Middle East.
83. The detente "between the super-Powers has 88. Nearly two years ,ago the Prime Minister of
gone some considerable way in relaxing tensions in Pakistan, Mr. ZulfikarAliBhutto, proposed that South
Europe. It does not, however, encompass all re- Asia shOUld' be declared a nuclear-free zone [see
gions of the world. To say this is not to belittle the A/9706, explanatory. memorandum, para. 2]. Other
important agreements that;have been re~ched be- countries of SOuth Asia have also proclaimed their
tween these Powers. In. the field of. disarmament opposition to the introduction of,nuclear weapons
the strategic, arms accords are.jn the nature only of into the region, or their acquisition, Sri Lanka con
preliminary.steps in the direction of arms control. ceives the zone ofpeace in-theIndian Ocean proposed
But" in absolute. terms and Inthecontext ,Qfthecom- by it as being free of nuclear weapons. The Govern
mitments undertaken under article VI of the Treaty mentofIndiaalsobas'repeatedlyasserted that it hasno
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons [reso- intention of acquiring nuclear weapons and remains
lution 2373 (XXII), annex], they faliconsiderably opposed. to militaryuses of nuclear energy.
short of what the world expects from tbese Powers 89. Pakistan feels that this common desire of the
in. the matter of promoting the objective of general States of South Asia now needs to be translated into
and complete .disarmament. Undoubtedly, this is not- a formal arrangemeJlt. A model for such-anagree
a matter whichlends itself,toa quick solution. Never- mentalreadye.xists .in the Treaty of, .TJ2.tiol~o.4
theless, the progress so far made has been painfully That~reaty net only contains an unequivocal commit
slow. ,--; ment by the regional States not to acquire or manu
84. On th~other hand, the dev~lopmentof science facturenuclear weapons: it establishes aregime for
and' technology, particularly'nuclear' technology, has independent.: observation and verification of explo-
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sions conducted for peaceful purposes as a. safeguard
against the diversion of peaceful nuclear programmes
to military ends.
90. We are confident that all Members of the United
Nations that desire to promote a climate of·peace in
South Asia and all those that, like us, feel concerned
at the prospect of nuclear proliferation will welcome
the proposal to declare the South Asian region a nu
clear-free zone. Pakistan considers that the proposal
to create such a zone in the Middle East also isa timely
initiative, for the danger of nuclear proliferation looms
large in that area as well.
91. We are happy to note that the situation in the
South Asian subcontinent Is progressively ·retuming
to normal. Bangladesh was recognized by Pakistan
in February of this year. By the end of April, following
two agreements between Bangladesh, India and Paki
stan, all of the prisoners of war had been repatriated
to Pakistan. And thanks to the very valuable assist
ance given by the United Nations under the able
leadership of its Secretary-General, some 250,000
.Bangladesh and Pakistan nationals stranded in either
country had been repatriated to their homes by a
massive air operation. These developments cleared
the way for further steps to be taken for the normaliza
tion of the situation in the subcontinent as envisaged
in the Simla Agreement.S Accordingly, experts of the
two countries met recently and concluded an agree
ment for the restoration of postal and telecommunica
tions and travel facilities between the two countries.
They also agreed to examine the questions of resump
tionof air links and trade at an early date.
92. It is obvious that normalization of relations is
not an end in itself; it is only a means of achieving the
larger objective of peace, so that the peoples of the
subcontinent may be able to devote their pitifully lim
ited resources principally to eradicating poverty and

. hunger rather than fritterthem away in senseless con
flictand confrontation. A firm commitment to the
principles of peaceful coexistence, .mutual. respect
for the sovereignty, political independence and territo
rial integrity of each country and it just and equitable
settlement of their differences remain essential prereq
uisites to the building of a durable structure of peace.
93. The presence of Bangladesh as a Member of the
United Nations marks a new relationship between
the peoples of Bangladeshand Pakistan. The fraternal
sentiments that animate ·them were vividlyteflected
in the warm welcome accorded to Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman when he visited Lahore to attend the Islamic
Summit Conference and in the tumultuous welcome
Prime Minister Bhutto received when he arrived in
Bangladesh, Undoubtedly some problems re,m~p to
be settled. Given goodwill and understanding~. these
too, we hope, will be solved. It is nOW increasingly
recognized by the people of both countries that they
must rise above the tragic events of 1971 and, in their
mutual interest;' work as sovereign and equal nations
for the establishment ofa friendly ". and co-operative
relationship, .
94. Against the background of these developments
aimed at promoting. subcontinental reconciliation and
reintorcing. the foundations of peace in the region, it
is a matter of considerable disappojntment· to .usthat
our relations with our other neighbour, AfgJtanistan,
should be strained at this moment. This is all the more

unfortunate when every consideration-historical,
geographical, political, cultural or economic-e-de
mands that the relations between the two countries
should be especially closeand'friendiy.We trust that
the present unsatisfactory. state of these relations is
only a passing phase.. It is tb.~ settled policy of my.Gov
ernment that we establish "tbe best possible relation
ship with Afghanistan" and, so far as we can, we will
continue to work towards that end.
95. During the last year, .war has erupted in t~o
areas. On. ~ October last. year the fourth Arab-Israeli
.war broke- out-the inevitable consequence of inter
national failure to help settle the issues arisingout of
the 1967 Arab-Israeli war. A cease-fire was brought
about as a result of Security Council resolution
338 (1973) of 22 October. That was followed bya pe
riod of intense. diplomacy and, thanks to the remark
able efforts of Mr. Henry Kisslnger, the United States
Secretary of State, and the sense of realism displayed
by the parties to the conflict, the guns were silenced
and the disengagement of forces was eventually
effected."· ..

96. But disengagement is no settlement. By itself
it is not peace. It is. only .a preliminary step towards
facilitating negotiations for a peaceful settlement. The
Islamic Summit which met in Lahore in February this
year unanimously resolved that the essential elements
of a durable settlement are: first, the complete with
drawal by Israel from the Arab territories occupied
by it; second, the full restitution ofthe national rights
of the.Palestinian people; 'and third, the restoration
of Arab sovereignty over Jerusalem. All these ele
ments:derive from the principles of a just peace in the
Middle Bast set out in Security Council resolution
242 (1967). Short of a settlementon these lines, there
will be no durable peace in the'Middle East.
97. In 'July fighti.ng'broke out in Cyprus folloWing
a coup d'etat againstJts constitutionally established
Govemment,engineered by the Greek military junta
in order to annex the island. This.was a tlagrantviola
tion of the LondpJ!. and Zurich Agreements, which
guaranteed the independence of Cyprus. Turkey,
which, together with Britain and Greece, is.aguarantor
of the independence of the Island, moved in,bothin
order to discharge its obligations under those Agree
ments and to protect the Turkish community in Cyprus.
It is fortunate that Greecenow has a democratic Gov-

·emmellt and we hope that a lasting settlement can be
achieved. which fully. safeguards the legitimate. inter
ests of both the Turkish and the.Greek-Cyprict com
munities.
98. In regard to the Korean peninsula the e.ncouraging

.t..ends .Whi~b the Assembly noted .last year have not
produ,ced the desired progress"towards"tDereunifica
tion 4?f that .divided. country.Paldstan wi~l.support
any .measures that the parties.' consider .. conducive
to achieving the.objective of peaceful reunification.
99. .The 'presence of the delegadon of Guinea-IJissau
in this Hall today is an event of more than passing
significance. It, marks the culmination ofa If.'ngand
unrelenting struggle by a people determined to free
itselffrom colonial rule •.It is the harbinger of the end
of colonialism wherever i~ still.exists•. Inbi~ding wel-

-.c;:ome to the J'epre.~ntatlves .of GU1Dea~IJlssau and
expressing the hope that they. wills~on be joined.by
representatives. of the other Territones underJ?ortu-
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guesecontrol, we should' like also to felicitate the
new leadership of Portugal on the imaginative steps
fttis taking to Iiquidate; its colonial empire in Africa in
recognition of, the legitimacy of the African'libera
tion movement, We trust thatthe racist regimes in
South Africa and Rhodesia will draw the necessary
lessons from' this development.

100. I now turn to the grim.economic.crisis that faces
the developing countries. The future of the peoples
of South Asia and much of the third world is today
threatened by a danger of global proportions. ' It is
caught up in an inflationary squeeze. Vast popula
tionsIn the developing countries suffer from hunger
and. privation while the developed world is preoc
cupied with' its own problems of inflation and mone-

" tary instability. '
. , .

lOb These grave problems constitute perhaps the
greatest challenge which at present faces the nations
of the world-rich or poor. They have accumulated
over the decades, due in large part to the failure of the
international community, and particularly the aftluent
nations, to accept and make the adjustments neces
.sary to build ajust and balanced world economic order,
even when such adjustments were called' for in the
interests of the developed countries-themselves,
102. The'General Assembly' demonstrated .a wel
come ,unaniinity at its sixth specialsession last April

. on. recommendations to deal with the immediate dif
ficulties facingcountries which have been most severe
ly affected by the current ..economic crisis. A number
ofcountries have responded to the emergency opera-

"tion to be launched by,the Secretary-General as a first
step in the Special Programme established by resolu
tion 3202(S-VI)~ Special mention maybe made of the
generous assistance rendered by some of the oil
producing countries, particularly Iran, Saudi Arabia,
Abu Dhabi, Kuwait and Venezuela. These countries
are 'making commendable efforts, bilaterally as well
as through -multilateral channels, to ease the 'burden
of the developing countries most-severely hit by. the
high rise in prices. A much greater effort by the inter
national community, however, 'would be required
to assist these countries ifthe relief is to be commen
surate with the magnitude of the formidable difficulties
they face. , .. "'.;'

103. Emergency reliefaloneisno substitute.for the
more fundamental changes" needed to prevent the
recurrence of such a catastrophic situation. So far,
there is little evidence of any progress having been
made towards the new economic order called for by
the sixth special session of the General Assembly
[fesolution320J (S..Vl)J~ Nothing is being done to
improve 'the .terms of trade' of 'the. developing· coun
'tries, to provide them. greater access to the. markets
of the developed. countries, or to' build a monetary
'system which ensures the transfer"of the "needed
resources to the developing countries.' Unless such
fundamental. changes are made .te-restrueture eco
nomic relations .between the. industrialized countries
and. the third world, the developing countries may
have. to consider whether they can continue to play
a game in: which they are cast asthe.perpetual.losers.
104.' 'Most, of the.policies beingconsid~red in world
financial circles to' deal with ;the.current baIance;.of-

,payments deficits of tHe developed countries 'give rise
to doubts and fears. Those 'developing countries

_.-

which do not produce oil may be further squeezed by
the deflationary policies of the industrialized world.
There may even be an actual transfer of their financial
resources, in the form of payments for higher oil bills,
to the developed countries and by way of the heavy
investments being made by oil..producing countries
in the industrialized nations. The eventual outcome
of such, a process could be an economic collapse in
most developing countries.

105. The 'best way. to assist developing countries
in their pre.sent economic difficulties is to ensure the
injection of a substantial propprtion of international
monetary, liquidity, in the fe.rm. of investment and
concessionary assistance, into the developing world.
This would generate a greater demand for imports from
the industrialized countries and help the latter to rec
tify their balance of payments. It would also open up
a productive avenue for the investment of financial
surpluses. of the oil-producing countries and a source
of supply for the commodities and goods needed by
them for their own industrial and economic growth.
106. That is but one reason for the Third World to
develop economic and technical co-operation among
its own" members: The Second Islamic Summit in
Lahore, .the Kuala . Lumpur Conference of Islamic
Foreign Ministers and the summit meetings of the non
aligned nations and of the OAU have all contributed
significantly to the .promotion of economic co-opera
tion 'and unity of purpose among the countries of the

, Third World.

107. By maintaining that unity and promoting its
economic strength, the Third World will be able not
only to help 10 build-a just economic order but would
also ensure a more universal respect for the principles
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations.

108~ ,We can build the structure of a new democratic
world order only on the basis of 'compliance with the
principles .... and ,r.esolutions of the United Nations,
on the basis of sovereign equality of States. The effort
to secure this great objective must be carried on at

,every stage and every level of Stale relations, bilat
eral or multilateral. But it is in this world Organization
that all these efforts can be synthesized and brought
into focus. . ',

109. 'Let me therefore express the hope that' this
Assembly .will carry us closer to the objectives, the
purposes and the aims which the United Nations set
for itself nearly 30 years ago. ,

110. Sir Abdul Razak MOHAMED (Mauritius):
Mr. President, Lshould like first ofall to'offer you the
congratulations of my delegation on your unanimous
election' to the presidency ,of the twenty-ninth ses
-'on of the 'Genetal Assembly. Your great country,
Sir;; 'has- been in the forefront of progressive action in
the third world and 'has played an important role in

. the world community; and we are particularly happy
-. to see you presiding over the work ofthis Assembly.

i 11. Ever since he accepted to shoulder the burden
of the, most impossible job in the world, our distin
guished Secretsry-Generak Mr. Kurt Waldheim, has
spared no effort in his work for peace, justice and pro
gress. We warmly congratulate him for his tremendous,

;'prompt and positive actions not only at times ofpolit
"icalcrisisbutalsc-in the quieter fields of economic
development.
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112. We should also like to welcome Bangladesh,
Grenada and Guinea-Bissau as new Members of the
United Nations.
113. We listened attentively and with much interest
to the stirring address of the Prime Minister of Bang
ladesh, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman [2243rd' meeting],
a heroic statesman. We warmly welcome the presence
among Us of the representatives of Bangladesh.
114. Grenada, the "Spice Island", shares with
Mauritius the beauty of nature-except that the
beaches of the star and key of the Indian Ocean are
much more beautiful.
115. The admission of Guinea-Bissau is the victory
of a right and just cause. We are proud to see among
us the valiant representatives of this new African COUrt
try, and never shall we forget the name of Amilcar
Cabral,

116. Our sympathies go to the Government 'and the
people of Honduras in their present plight after the
cyclone "Fifi", We hope that the world community
will, as usual, be generous in helping to alleviate the
sufferings ofour fellow human beings not only in Hon
duras but also in Bangladesh-which, once again,
is strickenwith natural disaster-and elsewhere.

117. As a brief reminder of the problems which
confront the United Nations at this session, I would
pointout that the special emergency operation to.which
we agreed at the sixth special session has not yet re
suited in concrete measures to assist those among
us who are most affected by the·present world eco
nomic crisis; that we still have to tackle the complex
question of general disarmament, that is to say, dis
armament which would lighten the burden arising
from the arms race and increase the opportunities
for development; that peace has not yet been restored
to South-East Asia; and that such serious political
problems as the situation in the Middle East and the
question of Cyprus remain to be solved. So, in .addi
tion to finding ways and means to promote anew
economic order, we still have to find appropriate solu
tions to long-standingproblems so as to promote polit
ical stability.

118. Mauritius has welcomed the atmosphere of
detente among the major Powers, because it believes
that it could be the basis for universal peace, thus
lessening the pQssibility of confrontations between
them. Detente, however, has not eliminated the possi
bility of confrontation in the Indian Ocean.

119. Declared a zone of peace by the Assembly three
years ago [resolution 2832 (XXVI)], theIndian Ocean
is at present the scene of dangerousrivalrles. Any
decision of the United Kingdom and the United States
to extend communications and military facilities on
the island of Diego Garcia would constitute a flagrant
violation of the United Nations resolution on the
subject. May we appeal to those directlyconcerned,
especially the United States of America;. to recon
sider their present policy which, certainly, far from
being conducive to the creat;... _l of a zone of peace is
rather conducive to the creation of one .of tension.
Mauritius, therefore, with other countries bordering
the Indian Ocean, views with grave concern the
activities of the great Powers, which could create an
explosive situation. The peoples of the countries of
the Indian Ocean must be allowed to live in peace and

security. Mauritius will therefore continue to explore I
with others every possibility of maintaining peace in I
the area. 1

!

120. But world peace cannot be ensured if the global
issues of disarmament are not solved. For us, genuine
disarmament means not only an end to the arms race
-which, it should be recalled, costs about $270,000
million annually-but also the destruction of all exis
ting arsenals. The work of the Conference of the Com
mitteeon Disarmament should be accelerated and
the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks should be allowed
to yield more positive results. It is the view of our
Government that what is needed is a comprehensive
nuclear test-ban treaty, and that any other agree
ments concluded- should not be aimed at preserving
primarily the prerogatives of those countries that are
already nuclear Powers. It is in that context that we
would consider the proposals 1'0r· nuclear-free zones
in some parts of the world.

121. Although the solutions proposed at the sixth
special session have remained unimplemented, the
session was useful in so far as it helped to underline
the great degree of interdependence of the world
economies, particularly. the interrelated nature of the
economies of the producers of raw materials and those
of the developed countries which ne- 1 the .raw mate
rials for their continued industrialization. Since the
specialsession, the world economy has further dete
riorated.Jnflation in the developed countries is feltalso
in the developing countries, which are paying higher
prices for food, fertilizers and manufactured goods.
The energy crisis has taught the developed countries
their dependence on petroleum. In this respect, we
believe that oil price increases should be discussed
in 'the general context of a system 'of adequate remu
neration for basic commodities. My country, which
draws about 90 per cent of its total exportearnings
from the export of sugar, has greatly sutTered in the
past from the constant deterioration in the terms of
trade. The economic, situation of countries Which,
like Mauritius, export.raw materials, will remain un
stable as long as an adequate and equitable system
isnot found to counter the cyclic fluctuations to which
the prices of raw materials are subject. While we con
tinue to search for long-term measures, contributions
are urgently needed for the emergency operation in
order .to assist the hardest hit among the developing
countries.

-122. It is our belief that existing specialized 'agen
ciesor international institutions, such as UNlDO,
UNCTAD and the regional economic conunissions
could greatly contribute towards the search for long
term solutions..In spite of their efforts, developing
countries are still compelled. to specialize in the pro
duction and supply of raw materials to the developed
countries. We feel that their action .would be more
fruitful if they concentrated on an increased transfer
of technology from the developed to the developing
countries, in order to-achieve the aims ofdiversifica
tion and industrialization. We suggest that, so far as
Africa is concerned; the conclusions of the UNESCO
Conference on .the Application of Science and Tech
nology to Development in Africa should. beimple-

.mented without delay.We also note the early imple
mentation of the African regional plan of action for
·science and technology, which aims at creating the
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necessary apparatus to enable an easytranster of
technology from the highly. industrialized nations.
Finally, we suggest that the ECA, whose main contri
bution has so far been the preparation of studies
and the organization of meetings, seminars and sym
posia, should be enabled to assist African'States in
a more practical manner.

123. Before turning to some of the political prob
lems confronting us, I should like to refer briefly to
the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea. Mauritius, which is an island, of course at
taches great importance to the problems of t:te sea,
the sea-bed and its subsoil and their resources. At the
second session of the Conference he!d recently at
Caracas some of the basic issues were raised. We view
the question of sovereignty and j~risdiction over the .
sea, its soil and subsoil up to 200 miles as being par
ticularly important. It is essential that the establish
ment ofa 2()()'mile coastal zone be accepted over which
the States concerned can exercise the right to exploit
the natural resources of the sea for the economic de
velopment and welfare of their peoples, A second
element which the final legal order of the sea should
emphasize is the idea of universal ownership of the
sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and
its administration by an' international body in the
interests of the peoples of the world as the common
heritage ofmankind. Those two elements have dearly
emerged from the Caracas session.' Together with
most of the countries of the Third World, Mauritius
will support the final instruments relating to the Law .
of the Sea.

124. We are gratified to note that among the polit
ical issues' before the General Assembly this year we
will not have to. devote the usual amount of time and
attention to the questions of the Pertuguese-admin
istered Territories.

125. In the. course of the general debate at the twenty
fourth session of the General Assembly, my Prime
Minister, Sir Seewoosagur RaQjgoolam, said, re
ferring to the colonial Powers, particularly Portugal: .

•'These to my mind are the main currents of
colonial policies adopted by many Powers. Why do
they not want to withdraw gracefully from the Terri
tories they have occupied for centuries? At times
it wae advanced by them that the peoples of those
Territories were not ready to assume independence;
at other times itwas said that those 'Territories were
economically backward and not viable. On either
ground, they have. forfeited their right"to continue
to maintain their rule because after centuries of
colo.dal rule they have failed on all counts.

"Colonial Powers should no longer invoke the
principle that the affairs of Territories under their
rule are purely their internal affairs. The time has. '
passed for such a concept; and they should volun
tarily divest themselves of their politlcalmle with:
out necessarily impairing-their cultural links. ','6 '

126. It is therefore with great pleasure and admira
tion that we have followed the efforts of the new
regime is Lisbon, not only to restore.democracy and
freedom to Portugal but also' 'to negotiate with the.
recognized leaders. of its 'colonies the, transfer of
power.

127. The statement made by.theForeign Minister of
new Portugal, Mr. Mano Soares [2239th meeting],
was historical inasmuch as it ended over four cen
turies of colonial oppression, On behalf of my Gov
ernment, I wish to pay a tribute in regard to those
efforts which, have already led to a ,peaceful settle
ment in, Guinea-Bissauand to the Lusaka agreement
concerning the independence of Mozambique. We
are confident that with the usual statesmanship the
new 'leaders of Portugal will tackle with success the
outstanding problems which are to be solved with
regard to' Angola and that the decoloaization process
in that Territory also will be 8'Sismooth as in the other
cases.. While saluting the wisdbm and statesmanship
of the new Portuguese Government, we should like
to praise the freedom fighters for their long and heroic
struggle to Iiberate their countries.

128. We hope that the developments in the Portu
guese-administered Territories will have a healthy
impact on the situation in the rest of southern Africa,
which is still under the domination of colonialist and
racist regimes.

129. We are gratified to note that the British Foreign
Secretary, Mr. James CaHaghan,has reaffirmed that
the United Kingdom still has an outstanding
responsibility in Southern Rhodesia and has given
us assurances that the British Government will adhere
to the policy r "'.t "there can be no satisfactory settle
ment without ,.le agreement of the African people
who live in Rhodesia" [2240th meeting, para. 229].
We assume that all concerned realize from what is
happening in Mozambique that there could be no
settlement without majority rule. Another lesson
which should be learned from the patterns of settle
ment in the Portuguese-administered Territories is
that no peaceful settlement is possible in Southern
Rhodesia except through negotiations with recog
nized leaders of the' people. It follows that without
the release from, detention of the leaders of the Zim
babwe liberation movement, no negotiated settlement
is possible..The o~ty alternative would be to continue
the liberation· struggle which, with the possibility
of increased assistance: from the OAU, is bound to be
intensified. We· trust, that theBritishGovernment,
like us, wishes to.avoid unnecessary loss oflife. Taking
into account the new developments, .we believe that
it can more forcefully impress upon the rebel regime
of Ian Smith, the' urgen\ need for peaceful change.
Of course, all other States can, and should, help in
tightening the sanctions against Rhodesia.

130. The situation in Namibia has worsened over
the. past year. ·But·it appears, from some statements
made by representatives of the white minority in the
Territory, that there is some awareness that the reign
of terror of the apartheid regime cannot continue
indefinitely,when Angola is expected to become
independent in the. near future. We hope that there,
as in, Southern. Rhodesia, political realism will pre
vail: In the meantime.the armed sti'ugg'e waged by the
frt..edomfighters. of the South West Africa People's
Organization will continue and Mauritius is determined
to ,. contioQe to support it. '

131. Whether the abhorrent system of, apartheid
in South ,Africa will be affected by the' admirable
example ofbumanity and'political'wisdom set by Por
tugal is debatable. The nature of 'theevll system of
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apartheid is such that it would take a revolution
similar to that which has occurred in .Portugal to
change it. It is an opinion,indeed a conviction, how
ever, that the apartheid policy is doomed to failure.
Mauritius is determined to continue to associate it
self fully witli all action' that might be undertaken
by the United Nations to bring about the end of the
racist minOl#y regime in South Africa.
132. Before concluding, I would like to indicate
very briefly the position of Mauritius on a number
of other political issues before us:
133. The representative' of Mauritius, at the time
of the violent overthrow of President' Makarios,
expressed in the Security Council' the shock and
emotion felt by the people of Mauritius. The position
which the representative of Mauritius stated still
stands: namely, that Archbishop Makarios was, and
remains, the legitimate head ·of the State of Cyprus
and that the restoration of constitutional order implies
that· he should be allowed to return. Our position is
a simple one as it i~ based on the fact that Archbishop
Makarios is the elected President of Cyprus. We hope
that our forthcoming deliberations on the .Cyprus
question will pave the way to restoring full sovereign
ty to that country and to safeguarding its territorial
integrity and independence to the satisfaction of all
the inhabitants of the island.

134.. ~ On theMiddle East question, Mauritius. :fully
SUPP~)1ts the position of the OAU, particularly on the
demand for complete Israeli withdrawalfrom occupied
Arab territories. This is not only a just demand but
a requirement for the' restoration. of durable peace in

.the region. That measure and any others aimed at
safeguarding the independence' and territorial' integ
rity of Israel are, in' our opinion, the issues which
should be resolved at any resumed talks in Geneva
if complete peace ·it to return 'to the Middle East..Any
solution would also have to take into account the legit:.
imate rights of the people of Palestine.
135. My delegation welcome's the inclusion in the
agenda of this session of the supplementary item
entitled "Prohibition of action to influence the envi
ronment and' climate for' military and otherpurposes
incompatible with themaintenance: 'of international
security, human well-being and health" [item/03].
We congratulate the Foreign Ministerof the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics,·Mr. AndreiGrornyko, 'and
his delegation for having proposed the inclusionof this
item in the agenda ofthe Assembly [see A/97021, which
my delegation will actively support, "

136. The World PopulationConlerence, in which.
Mauritius . participated, .' •hasaccornpJjshed consid
erable results and we trust that all Member States,
and others; will co-operate, and help generously to
ward's theImplementation of the . World Population.
Plan of Action,S which was ,adopted by acclamation
in Bucharest by no le.ss than 135 pa~icipating St~tes.

137. Now we are~opeful that the World Food Con
ference, scheduled to be'held in Rome this Novem
ber, will result in the adoption of measures which will
lead to the alleviation of .. the food problems that the .
world is facing today. .\

138. To conclude, allow me to return ,to the point
Lstarted.a little;while ago?Iiamely, tothe. immediate
region where Mauritius issituatede, M,y Government.

has the friendliest teiations with the leaders. of the
Seychelles. We have -welcomed the decision of the
ruling party, the' Seychelles Democratic Party -of
Mr. Mancham, with regard to the independence of the
Islands, and we are looking. forward to co-operating
closely with the independent Seychelles.
139. Furthermore, we were pleased to hear earlier
this week from the French Foreign Minister, Mr. Sau
vagnargues [2238th meeting], that France wascom
pleting its own efforts in the'domain of decoloniza
tion by preparing, with the agreement of the, freely
elected leaders of the Comoros, the accession to inde
pendence of the islands. We welcome thesedevel
opmentsand areaiso looking forward to establishing
friendly relations with theindependentComoros. The
co-operation of the Seychelles and the Comoros as
well as that of all other States of the region is needed
finnly to establish the Indian Ocean as a zone.ofpeace.
140. 'May I,on 'behalf of my Prime Minister, the
Government and people of Mauritius, reaffirm our
unbounded f~ith in the principles of the Charter of
the UnitedNations.

141. Mr. OKUMBAD'OKWATSEGUE (Gabon)
(interpretation from French): Speaking as I am for the
first time from this rostrum and representing a coun
try whose policy is profoundly attached to the noble .
principles of dialogue and tolerance and which reso
lutely d~rects~t$ effort~ towards universal peace .and
the harmonious development of peoples, I must of
course pay tribute to all those who have given of their
best for the birth and survival of the United Nations.

142. .For in spite of the shortcomings of its Charter,
which must finally be brought into line with the; polit
ical' facts of the time, and in spit~ of imperfections
in its functioning; our Organization remains the only
hope'of all peoples seeking torise' above either their
particularism or their selfishness. It is the ideal in
strument, if only because it sprang from the very ashes
of .tyranny, to fight ~en$la\Tement, .oppression and '
eXPlOit.~tion of ~an ~~..~~.n. It. isthePfope.'l"PI.a.c.. e.fj.o..r.
perfecting by dlVerslfi,catlon our means of eo-opera-
tionand our systems ofmutual international assist- .
ance which today, more than ever, are the sine '. qua
non of oursurvival in this. century of necessary inter-
dependence. .

143. Mr. President, 'aLa time when anewwind 's
blowing through Mtic,a, a con~ine!lt ",Wch has. so long
been enslaved, and robbed of Its personality, the
choice .. ofYQuby '. -our General Assembly , to preside
over the proce,edingsofits twenty-ninthsessiQQ,.as;- '.
sumes particular significance and becomes .a kind,'of .
symbol. J have no need, therefore, .to 'refer to the
special links between Algeria and Gabon, and I will
only express my sincere joy and that of .my. delega..
tion at seeing you presiding. . ,

,> .- - ..~ ..,.

144. It is true, Sir, that your tried and testedcapac
Ities and .your exceptional qualities as a statesman
have largely transcended our merely bilateral context,
and'it is, .you may believe me, allofAfricaand,aloilg
with Africa, an the friends of your country who join .
in congratulating you and .in being gratified, at your
election... Here, as elsewhere" you Will,. lam sure,

. know,the legitimat~(satisfaction·,enjo~ed·bygreatmen

at. ·theirownsucces$~The dignity, .the .outstanding
intellectual and diplomatic qualities,and the effective

,f.



contribution of your distinguished predecessor,
Mr. Benites of Ecuador, eloquently testify to the fact
that the Third World is not lacking in great men.
145. It could not be otherwise when we have our
distinguished . Secretary-General as an immediate
colleague. We must, indeed, recognize objectively
the devotion and effectiveness of Mr. Kurt Waldheim,
who has breathed new life into the Organization and
who, among other noteworthy achievements, has
found it possible to restore to the United Nations,
particularly by means of the Geneva Peace Confer
ence on the Middle East and his contacts with the
new Lisbon Government, Its essential role as the
guardian ofinternational peace. My delegation would
like. to. congratulate him publicly and would ask him
to convey to all hb colleagues our encouragement
and sympathy.
146. Declaring at the very outset that anew wind
is blowing through Mrica, I had in mind above all the
various aspects of the disturbing problem of decolo
nization. Indeed, after centuries of an absurd policy,
we find the Portuguese people and its army rising
valiantly to drive out the Fascists and to restore de
mocracy.
147.·· Hence my joy and the privilege 1 find it to greet
here, on behalf of the people and Government of
Gabon, the delegation of the sister Republic ofGuinea
Bissau, and I would requestthat delegatio,n totrans
mit to all the sons of its motherland the message of
our admiration and friendship. "
148. The purest blood of African youth, including
the noble and precious blood of Amilcar Cabral,
will thus not have been shed in vain, and the youth of
Portugal themselves, innocent, free of interests which
were of no benefit to them and of a cause which was
a disservice to their country and their prosperity,
will·no longer see their destiny withering on the vine,
precisely where it has a role to play on behalf of
human fraternity. An epoch has ended with the fall
of the Fascists, who have met the. fate reserved for
allthose of their ilk. 'thus,there i~}lnewwind blowing
which dictates an objective appreciation of. the new
face ofPortugal and means that we must stretch out
our hand to Lisbon, so that assoon as possible and on
the model of the Partido Africano da Independencia .
da Guine e Cabo Verde (PAIGC), the Frente de Liber
ta~ao deM~ambique (FRELIMO),the Movimiento
deLiberacionde las .Islas de Santo Tome y Principe;
the 'Moviment~)' 'Popular, de Liberta~io de Angola
(MPLA) and the Frente Nacional-para a Liberta~ao
de Angola (FNLA)! will come to exercise an effective
administration over their respectiveterritories,
149... 'ThePortuguese Government must. realize that
the democraticreforms it is undertaking now in its ,
owncountry have meaning in Africa only in the con
textofuncalculating decolonizatton and real andimme
diate independenceforouf peoples. lit this regard my,
delegation notes with satisfaetionthe .• statement .made
from this rostnllll on 23 September by> the Foreign
Minister of Portugal [2239thmeeting).Certainly this
requites courage; and. is even dangerous .vis-it-vis,
the; major, multinatiunal firms and others who possess
naval bases. Bus-therebiuh ofthe Portuguese. nation,..
the .restoration of its dignity and. international esteem...
depend on .such- courage, as indeed does its future
in Africa and its true prosperit-y. .

150. This is also the time to condemn once again,
in the face of an outraged international conscience,
the odious crime of apartheid, which in South Africa,
in Namibia and in Rhodesia has blotted out the per
sonality of millions of human beings, on a scale un
precedented in history, from the land oftheir ancestors'.
151. This situation constitutes a vast plot.against
us, but let me not be misunderstood: one cannot keep
down for ever a people determined to free itself from
tyranny or, even more, from foreign oppression.
It is time therefore for those primarily responsible
for international peace, some of whom are also the
disguised allies. ofqpartheid, 'id put an end to genocide
and the threat of racial war which is constantly hanging
over this part of Africa, where already sovereign
neighbouring countries are constantly subject to prov
ocation.
152. If I have begun with the problem of the dignity .
ofour people and our continent, it is none the less true
that other situations, particularly affecting world
peace and the world economy, are of concern to my
delegation, and in any case the two SUbjects are very
closely interconnected.

153. Convinced that there is no real national inde
pendence without economic independence, Gabon
whole-heartedly endorses the arguments put forward
at the sixth special session by President Houari Bou
mediene [2208th' meetinglwhich led to the conclusion
that there is an imperative necessity to reform the
international economic system.

154. Already Gabon has. been striving to transcend
the narrow framework of its own borders and to
form. a part of larger entities. This justifies our mem
bership in the Customs and Economic Union ofCentral
Africa, our membership in the Organization of Pe
troleum Exporting Countries and .also our relations
with .. theEuropean Common. Market and the Group
of 77 developing countries-which perhaps should
properly be called the Group of 97.

155. We,are therefore I\eady to broaden our horizons
to embrace all States, whatever their national polit
ical orientation,provided they understand and accept
the principle of non-intervention in the internal af
fairs of their trading partners. We consider it indis
pensable that we belong to the non-aligned group of
countries because, in the face of the deplorable eco
nomic and financial fa.bric woven in .their absence
against the Third World countries to which we belong
and which has no other purpose but their perpetual
domination by systematic pillaging of, their national
resources, we must now bring to bear the strength
of OUT' cohesiveness and of our right; our permanent
and. sovereign right, over .,our natural resources,
including' our fishing resources in territorial waters,
our right tO$!udy and to establish ourselves the price
of our products, and our right alsoto deal with'trading
partners of our' own choice, giving priority to trade
between countnes.which .are in the process of con
struction.

156. We ar~ all aware of the effects of monetary
disorder engendered by' an outmoded economic sys
tem, but Gabon firmly believes that no one can con
tinue to be powerful enough to subordinate perpet
uallya universal mi\iorityand to 'avoid the eventual
application of thehistortc decisions taken in this very .
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159. My delegation considers-that we have .no right
to talk. honestly of our desire for peace before we agree
that attempts be made and success achieved in real
izingthe objectives whichI have .mentioned and,which
affect the fate of 'three quarters of mankind in a neW
context of international co-operation that will, make
it possible for everyone to enjoy hisfair share.

"."

160. Indeed, no one can deny that economic block
ades without any other justification. thanprovoca
lion, struggles for influence .and hegemony that pro
voke and. maintain the wars. .wbich devastate the
third world and subversion aimed againstthesov
ereign Governments of our States, derive, from the
ruthless .. competition. engaged in by.:certain nations
for. the sake of economic monopolies, which are,irre
futably incompatible- with the.advent'pfa .new era of
international peace. .

161. Concerned both-astheprimary theatre of these
upheavals. and as an-mtegralpart-of.a society-which.is
in this way collectively threatened,the Third World
appeals to the conscience of the' great Powersfot a
.changeof heart that would lead rapidly to effective
and lasting peace.

~~2. 4 For. it~ part~'Gabon~alls whole-heartedly for
.this peace, thanks to whichvast fin.ancialresoPl'Ges
and inestimab,le discoveries and tecltnologi<:al achieve
ments would.be reslQre'd&' to .. globaL developm~nt
programmes. That" is wby \veunreserv.edly suppOrt
any' sincere and' realistic' Initiative that' may lead to

~.
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Hall from 9.Aprilib f'May this yearby"tb~.~i"tnspe- the.gen~rf'.llaml complete disarmament of the coun-
·cial sessionofthe GeneralAssembly, a sessionwhi<:b triJs whicbsqspect each other and keep each other
the President ofthe Republic of Gabon, His 'Excel- under s(irveillance, whiletheir arsenals of destruction
lency El Had] Omar Bongo, attended personally; become ever more sophisticated. .

- , .'. . If '. ,J. '" l~' .,. ;. ' - • , •

157.. Reaffirming our total.adherence to those deci- 163~! Themaintenance-cf.peace is the primary role
sions and principles as-they. were clearly enunciated of the United Nations. Gabon would like to see this
on that occasion, particularly the Declaraticn on the Organization fully plaY this role, thanks to the new
Establishment of a New International Economic Order spirit which should, be that of our Charter, which it j

[resolution 320/ (S- VI)] and the Programme of Action -iSindispe.nsable to rev.is.e. T.he Charter.. w.. a.s pre.pare.d I
flowing from it [resolution 3202.(S-VI)]~tbeaepublic29 years ago by 50 States, that is to say, by a minor
of Gabon cannot refrain from condemning certain -ity whicb Cannot make decisions for the 138 delega-
attempts to sow confusion or diversionary . tactics tions represented here today. And the non-aligned i
which became apparent in the course of this .special ~oU!1t~eswhi~.h consti~ut~. the majority of the Organ- !
session, while' the fundamental data of our concerns izanon and eke out their lives at the mercy of the veto

·are clear and unequivocal. These are a' fair price. for of the' minority-are firmly determined on this matter.
our primary products, reform of the international 164. Let ~ace reign through justice' and long live
monetary system. transfer of technologyand indus- the United Nations. .
trialization ofour countries, controlover the dangerous
activities of multinational companies, our permanent Mr. Siclait (Haiti), Vice-President, took the Chair.
sovereignty over our natural resources-and anew 165. Mr. ~ARVAJAL (Chile) tinterpretation from
concept of the assistance which may be" ,granted to Spanish): The delegation of Chile participates in this

·us. Because if to undertake investment in order to international forum with the sincere intention of
earn one's own profit is not aid and cannot be 'CQn- helping' to achieve effective co-operation vbetwee n
sidered as such, any.assistance with strings attached States and·of.contributing to the solution of the hu-
~hic~ forces any obligation;upon the recip,ietlt is,P9t.manitarian~social, cultural and economic problems
aideIther., .' that concern the United Nations.
158. The countries in the process of construction .166... The purpose' .and goals of the Charter of San
want to act rapidly to consohdate their economic Francisco continue to be the purpose and goals of the
independeneeinorder to raise their standard of living f9reign policy .of .Chile. We accordingly reaffirm
'and relieve the privation of their people. This '.le- e . •

quires from. thelr partners, which are industrialized our adherence .. to the Declaration on Principles of
International.Law concerning Friendly Relations and

friendly countries.. political courage, lucidity;Of Co-Operation among States in accordance with the
judgement and sound understanding. It is quite use- Charter of the United Nations [resolution 2625 (XX.V),
less, otherwise, to broadcast throughout the world .annex] and to' the Declaration on the Strengthening
pious intentions of solidarity and universal mutual of International' Security' iresolution 2734 (XXV)].
assistance. ' l!Chile believes that today more than ever we must

respect the basic pri~ciplesof international coexis
tence.

'167.. , Prohibition of iJu.~·use or threat of force,prolii
bition of intervention of any kind in the internal

. affairs oCany nation; re~pect for the rightsof peoples
to self-determination,. as. well as' 'unlimited respect
for i~tel1lational treaties, are 'some of the' basic prin
ciples that inspire our participation in this Assembly's
general debate, as well as in the study''of the many

. subjects thatwillbeconsideted by 'the .Committees.

! 168.•. Weha'leattentively follb~ed the efforts ~f the
. UI]»fid Nations fOf the m~nterian~~. an~.restQrati~n

of,world peace•.The.. currentn~gotlation$;,lD the Mid
dle East, tbanks to the intelligent-role ,~lay~d by the
Secretary-General as well,a~,bythe dynantic Secre
taryof State of the .UnitedStatesofAmerica,~clearly
demonsU'atethatthe United Nations is an effective
instrument·,for -:the solution.. of" intemational conflicts
when the political will..exists' .voluntarily .to..adhere
to its standards. The disengagement agreements are
an essentialtirst'step toward' the achievement of a
justand:lasting peacein that part of the. wodd.

169. Recent eve,nts in·Cyprus have.caused' n'i.y Gov
ernment. concern; .Tbis is .not the ..prop~r .moment .to
,exaDline,the~,causes,whicharealready $P well known
to tJ1is internationalbody. Jo.our judg~~ent, .what
JllaJters >is thesur,yi\'aloftllal Qnited Nations' Mem
bet State, .whicb·cl1rrentlYfinds. its integrity' arid
independence so seriously threatened. .
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176. We are going through what the experts call
•• international economic turbulence", most visibly
and probably most dramatically manifested in the
energy crisis: The old post-war order, characterized
by the Bretton Woods Agreements and the traditional
trade patterns associated with GATT, has demon
strated its total inefficiency in our time and, as repeat
edlypointed out, has turned into a new international
economic "disorder". Both institutions and mech
anisms created nearly 30 years ago have demon
strated their inability to cope with the problems of
today and have jeopardized the objectives of the
International Development, Strategy for the Second
United Nations Development Decade [resolution
2626 (XXV)]. At. the same time, the industrialized
nations have not given priority to financial co-opera
tion for the benefit of developing countries, nor have
they fully opened their markets to the exports of
developing countries. Peace and economic prosperity
together constitute the guiding principles" of our
Charter. Therefore it is regrettable and dangerous
that the results achieved in the economic, financial
and commercial sectors are not comparable with
those achieved in the political and military areas.

" .
177. A number of recent new developments call
for a re-examination of current economic policies.
Industrialized countries have suddenly been faced
with the fragility of the structure of their economic
systems, while the. developing countries have seen
their negotiating potential unexpectedly raised. For
the first time a certain symmetry of interests and
benefits has emerged between those two groups of
nations, which affords a unique opportunity for nego
tiating fair agreements.

178. The foregoing impels me to insist that we
urgently adopt specific measures that will accelerate
multilateral trade negotiations on a preferential basis
that will apply to tariff as well as non-tariff trade
barriers. At the same time, it is necessary urgently
to accelerate decisions for the reform of the inter
national monetary system that would give the devel
oping nations a much larger participation than that
afforded them so far.

179. Chile believes that Latin America has some
thing to say and something to offer in all those areas.
Our region can rely upon existing co-ordinating mech
anisms, and these should be used fUlly. An example
is the Special Committee on Latin American Co
ordination. This body expresses the genuine Latin
American personality. Likewise, we have organiza
tions such as the Latin American Free Trade Associa
tion and the Andean Subregional Integration Agree
ment (Andean Group) to the improvement of which,
Chile is fully committed.

180. Latin America's efforts towards establishing
a guaranteed international economic order are borne
out by the draft Charter of. Ecunomic Rights and
Duties of States,IOby Venezuela's valuable contri
bution to the Inter-American Development Bank,
and by our countries' active participation in the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law of the .Sea.
rhe second session of this Conference, recen~ly
held at Cara.;as, should be viewed in terms of both
the" successful organization of the Conference by the
host country and the effective and useful work un
dertaken.. The Conference defined what could be
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170. We consider that this General Assembly should
give maximum priority to the problem of theprolifer
ation of nuclear weapons and obtain the 'cessation
of tests, whether underground, at sea or in the atmos
phere. The fact that a number of countries are now
able to produce devices of this type, along with the
temptation of some nations to become atomic Pow
ers, might lead to a nuclear race that is as risky as it is
absurd, and which could develop into a war so de
structive as to affect the whole human race. The
gradual proliferation of members of the nuclear club
thus poses a grave danger for international peace and
security.

171. We believe that the best way to achieve these
objectives would be to extend geographically denu
clearized zones. In this regard, I should like to de
clare that the Government of Chile is completing the
internal legal arrangements for the ratification of the
Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America, which was. signed at Tlatelolco.
Within a very short time we shall deposit the relevant
instrument of ratification.

172. Some South American Governments have
expressed the desire to reach a regional arms limita
tion agreement in order to allow for a more accelerated
economic development of their countries. Chile has
declared its outright support for this initiative and
believes that, in general, offensive weapons should be
especially limited, while those needed to fulfil the
defensive aims of the Inter-American Treaty of Recip
rocal Assistance? should be maintained.

173. Ever since the time of the League of Nations,
Chile has supported the principle of the universality
of international organizations. We consider that the
ability of the United Nations to accomplish its basic
goal-to secure ajust and lasting peace in the world
depends upon the strict application of this principle.
Thus we rejoice at the admission into our Organiza
tion of the States of Bangladesh, Grenada and Guinea
Bissau. We extend our warmest welcome to them
and we feel certain that they \vill make a timely and
active contribution to our deliberations. I should
like to take this opportunity to reiterate Chile's sup
port for resolution 1514 (XV) concerning the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples.

174. The Republic of Honduras was recently the
victim of a catastrophe bringing desolation and ruin
to thousands of homes. My delegation" wish~s to
reiterate to the Honduran delegation the warmest
and most heartfelt feelings of the peQple an~ Govern
ment of Chile. Af the same time, we should like to
request the Secretary-General, whose dedication and
skilful action merit our fullest suppol1, to invite the
relevant specialized agencies of the United Nations
and other institutions to grant our sister nation their
.swiftest and most 'ample co-operation.

175. The world economic situation is certainly not
encouraging. The crisis the world faces probably has
no parallel in history. Deep-seated problems exist
which have been devel0t'Jlngfor a long time and which,
farfrom being solved, "tend,on" the contrary, to be
come dangerously acute. I refer to rapjd population
growth, the foo&;lcri$is, ecologicaldestruction, the
deterioration of the environment and the gradual
extinction of non-renewable natural resources.
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191. The Comptroller General'sOffice~an;~~ton
omous institution, responsible fot confirming, the
legality of the acts Carried out by the Bxecutive Branf:h,
fulfils its fiscal, responsibilities ,witbs:totaL aQtPlllQQ'1y
and ' efficiency. It has been enlarged and etrength
ened .in. its. attributes. The. Comptroller Gener~~s
observations 'and administrative 'notices are no longer
scoffed at as theywere under the procedures that
operated under the preceding administration. "

188. The Chilean Government has passed a new
law, the Foreign Investment Statute, which estab
lishes rules to attract foreign j capital but', at the same
time, clearly protects our national interests. This
foreign investment law has already produced a .sig
nificant increase'in the number of requests to expand
current investments or to invest in new industries,
and has attracted numerous national and private
groups from abroad" which have all been anxious to
co-operate in our' development on fair, serious and
well-defined terms.

189. While laying the groundwork .for the economic
reconstruction and social development of the country,
.my Government has.e:.assigned '.. top priority to the
rehabilitation of. the judiciary,' which is a spiritual
and moral legacy of the people, of Chile and the ·v~ry

essence of their 'historical identity. Upon taking
office, my Government acknowledged its patriotic
obligation to revive the fundamental··attributes of
the Chilean character, and to 'restore justice; and the
institutions that had been violated, destroyed or
negated by the previous Government. It . gives me
great pleasure to be able to describe how theGovern
ment of Chile is fulfilling the promises made to the
citizens of our count~r' . '

190. The fully" independent Judicial Branch 'admin
isters justice 'without any interference' whatever
from the GO,vernment,which accords it the most
absolute and total respect and prompt implementa
tion of its sentences and resolutions. This situation
is in contrast with the violent and defamatory .attacks
against the High Court which occurred under the
preceding Government. At that time the Judicial
Branch's constitutional powers were disregarded
and its sentences and judgements were not carried
out, allot' which conspired against the,independea:t,~e
of the Judicial Branch, It, is enougbtopointout that
at the time there were more than 7!,000 sentences
handed down by the courts which were never earned
out.

called'the basis of, or key to, international solutions, andsocial improvements. So: foc"(he-first ti"me in our
particularly the 200-mile economic zone and the' for- country's history, the dilemma of theinost helpless
mulation of the concept of the .oce~n floor beyond groups of people has been confronted .squarely and
the limits of national jurisdiction being the common in depth through a complete study of the factors
heritage of mankind. involved and a programme of action designed to, put
181. Chile, the first country in the world toproclaim, into effect urgently needed solutions.
in 1947, a 200-mile marine zone, wasjoined by Ecuador 187. Within this brief summary,of my Government's
and Peru in a late. defence of this doctrine' in some efforts, special mention should be made of the chil- '
memorable diplomatic battles. While at that time we dren's nutrition programme now being carried outin
seemed isolated in our position, now we are gratified Chile with the full knowledge of UNICEF and-other
to note that we are supported by the great majority international organizations. We are confident that the
of nations. Conceived as an economic zone or patri- success" of our studies and accomplishments in' this
monial sea, that doctrine has become fundamental to area will enable our countryto co-operate usefully
an international solution. It is not, only a triumph with other nations. We are pleased to offer them our
for the developing countries; it is also an expression experience for mutual benefit.
of the justice of the fundamental relationship existing
between a country and the resources of its adjacent
sea.
182. One proof of Latin America's commitment to
overcoming the most urgent problems of our time
was the efficiency and dedication with which the
representative of Ecuador, Mr. Leopoldo Benites,
presided over the twenty-eighth session of the Gen
eral Assembly. We wish to pay him our warmest
tribute for the brilliant manner in which he discharged
his lofty duties.

183. The people of Chile recently celebrated with
spontaneous joy the first anniversary of its libera
tion from the Soviet-oriented totalitarian regime that
had tried to impose its dictatorship on the country
and its people, and in multitudinous rallies held
throughout the land the people reaffirmed its support
for the present Government of nationalreconstruction.

184. This year, with the enthusiastic support of all
sectors, healthy economic foundations have been laid
and are already .yieldinginitial·results. Central Bank
reserves, which were only $3 million a year ago, now
exceed $300 million. Exports between January and
May of this year increased by more than 200 per cent
over the same period in 1973. In spite of higher import
prices, Chile's balance of trade has ceased to 'show
a deficit,and now shows an appreciable, surplus.
Agricultural production will increase significantly
this year, since essential plantingis 50 per'cent greater
this year than in 1973. This increase is a result espe
cially of the fact. that the Government has turned OYer
rural land, which had been nationalized by the previous
regime, to authentic peasant farmers. Particularly
noteworthy has been the increase in copper produc
tion, total output being 46 per cent higher this year
than last year.

185. The recovery of our economy has created
confidence abroad and made it possible for Chile. to
renegotiate itsexternal debt within the framework
of the "Paris Club", on mutually acceptable terms.
The runaway inflation we were suffering is being
controlled, and a programme for the gradual reduc
tion of the inflation rate is under way. In order to
avoiddislocations, itis based on increased productivity
and reduced government spending.
186. Social development is and has been one of the
Chilean Government's fundamental concerns. The
difficult anti-inflationary campaign is being carried
.out as fairly as possible, with beriefitsaccruing to' the
workers through long overdue substantial pay rises
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192. Also, in, line with ,aJegal tradition ·of more
than 150 years ~()frepublican 1if~, the Government
of Chile a few days after, a~suming,power named a
Commission to draw ,up a new political Constitution.
The Commission ,is made up of distinguished uni
versityprofessors with, vast judicial experience and ,
ample knowledge of public affairs. More than 70 di.s
tinguished professional experts-cc-cperate with It,
representing a-varied spectrum of activities~The work
of this important Commission is carried out in an
atmosphere of complete freedom and along the lines
of certain general principles proposed by· the CQ!D
mission itself and approved-by the Government pnor
to publication and dissemination throughout the
country.
193. The new Constitution will encompass the basic
principl,s. that derive. fro~our ~hil~an I~gal tradi
tion and from the hlst~nc cultural Identity of our
homeland. It aims at the improvement of institutions
to the fullest extent possible and in accord with uni
versal experience and Chilean specific realities, and
will institute a representative- and democratic system,
with authorities whose power will originate in the law
arid who will be elected,by the people in free, plural
istic,secret and. informed elections.
194. The legal reorganization in Chile and the in
tense task of effecting legislative renovation which
are currently under way are inspired and determined
by the principles and values which the Government
of Chile proclaimed and published last March. It
wouldbe rather lengthy"torefe..,at this:time to the
declaration of principles. -Suffice it to say that the
declaration, encompasses the highest human ,values

·and is consistent witb the highest-Western and Chris
.tian philosophy., In' my country this document has
been widely pUblished and I can assure this Assem
bly that ,these are- the principles that 'inspire Govern
ment action, a~wel1 as the principles that are defended
and guaranteed in Chile today.

195. Some politicians or institutions, whethermisin
fonned or in bad faith, havesijstained a'media cam
paign .desig....ed to create the impres~ion that the Gov-
emntCJlt of Cbile upholdsrepresslVeme,suresand
,ignores both ,legal rules ~nd hUntanrights. For the

·most .part, these attack.~·()riginate wi~~ individuals
who see the flaw in others but do not .wish,to recog-
'Dize ,theirownfl~ws. " .

1.96.•'-The truth is that ChUe is a couritry with borders
open: to any representatives of' official internati0!1~1
institutions and to private persons ,,,ho •. wish, 'tOYISlt
'ourcountryside'and cities in order freely' to- converse
with' our people and: understand ,the, reality ofa peo-

.pIe that ,is,l.11arthing With unity tow8:r~s a better future.

·197. ·Th~.Jntemational: 'Committee of the Red Cross,
ever since the 'advent of the current Government,
has maintained a permanent d,elegation,that, ha~ re
teived"ampleiauthority tovisit"tbost;,who have been
d~taided add tried and, from time to time, foU~d
gUilty. This delegation 'periodically. reports ':to Its
headquanersinGenevaas weUas to the Government
of Chile. '

)'98. TbeOftlceofthe United~Nations;.,HighC()m..
missioner for Retugees has conveyed to my GOVern
rltent itsappr~~iation for:Jhe.c~-opel'1ltion e"t~nded
in the solution of problems denvmgfrom the presence

. .
of over 14,000 foreigners who are in the country
illegally. The' ~Aiority 'were.individuals who had been
expelled fromth~ir home countriesand who had gone
to Chile to continue their subversive and terrorist
activities.
199. We have invited a commission of conciliation
and'investigatlQn of the International Labour Organi
sation so that it may observe how Chile is complying
with its international obligations and how theJaw
protects the social progress achieved by workers.
200. Chile fully agreed to the granting of asylum
in foreign diplomatic missihns, although many of them
exercised that right for tile" first time, with no 'claim
to do so since the Governments concerned are not
parties to the Conventions, on the subject. Regard
less of the fact that in many. instances asylum was not
warranted, the Chilean authorities agreed to grant
all the. requested safe-conducts, It g.ives. me pleasu:e
to announce that no refugee remains m asylum ID
foreign embassies. In view of the scope which some
have tried to .give to diplomatic, asylum and which
Chile de facto ,did not want to deny, my delegation

. as~ign's top priority to 'the discussion .and approval
"'of auniversal convention .on the subject.

201. The Government of Chile authorized the Inter
American Commission on Human Rights to hold an
extraordinary session in my country' in order to study
on the 'spot th~ status of such rights. We,granted all
the facilities that were requested. Have our detractors
allowed international committees into their countries
in order to carry out an in-depth investigation of
human rights, . permitting them to visit detention
centres' and to hold conversations unobstructedly
and privately with detained persons?
202. OnU September the' Chief of State of Chile,
General Augusto Pinochet, made the following
statement: .

"The Government wishes to announce that, in
spite of serious legal or moral charges for' which
persons arrested under the state, Qf~iege .a~d those

.facing trial have been held-responsible, It IS ready
. to authorize such" persons, to leave the country for
good, should.' the.y so desire" with the sole excep-
tion of parti~ular1y',grave.cases." .
•.' " i;.'

SUbsequently,hecalled on other nations which have
attaeke~ us violently to act similarly ~nder the super
vislon 'of' the. International Committee of the Red
Cross. The "Committee' has offered the Government
of Chile to undertake the necessary steps to" imple
ment this initiative, and we have given it full support
in this noble task. We, are drawing up t~e 'ist of those
.persons who ,voluntarilywist, to .take advantage of
this offer, andlh~re is nothi~g to.prevent them-if
they so' Wish ,it-~"fromleaving the country. with' their
f~milies. ,. , . "

.203•. In brief. we .can guarantee with .detpcQnvic
tion that" .today Chile,.,is one. of.the countries where
every person-whether a, national, ora, ,foreign, resi
dent-has complete personal. security and where
human rights are fully respected.

204. These past.'f.~w.~ays.' ~trorts.baye been made
.toassociate Chtlewlth. mterventloOlst acts from
abroad. MyGov~mmenididnot, hesitate to denounce
the ,impuden,t iavolvementIn Chilean, internal politics

, during the past administration by several Communist
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NOTES

The meeting rose at 6.50 p.m.

I Proceedings of the Ullittrd Nations Cotl/erem:e Oil Trade and
Development, Se('ond Sessioill,"vol. I and Corr.1 and 3 and Add. I
and 2. Report and Annexes (United Nations publication. Sales
No. E.68.II.D.14), p. 431. "

2 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sevetuh
Session, SlIpplement No. 21, Annexes, annex I, sect. 2.

3 United Nations, Treaty Series, vo•. 721, p. 324.
«tu«, vol. 634, No. 9068, p. 326.·
~ Ibid., vol. 858, No. 12308.
6 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twellly-follrth

Session, Plenary Meetillgs. 1765th meeting. paras. 13and 14.
7 See Official Records of the Security Councu, TwelllY-IIillth

Year,1781 st meeting.
6 See Repon ofthe UnitedNatiolls WorldPoplllation Con/erell(·e•.

1974 (United Nations publication, Sales No.E.7S.XIII.3). cbap. I.
9 United Nations, Treaty ,Series, vol. 21. No. 324.
10 Subsequently adopted as resolution 3281 (XXIX).
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countries:'Sucli-acts-"were intended to unleash civil worid-aniiclear-free'zo-riewithout"theprior agreement
war in my country. Now, in accordance with the of the countries in that area. Such an action would
traditional attachment to independence which is be clearly counter-productive. India's views regarding
characteristic of our policy, and the authentically nuclear-weapon-free zones are well known. We have
Chilean roots of my Government, we firmly reject, supported the establishment of such zonesonly when
irrespective of their aims and their place of origin, the States within the zones concerned have agreed .
any acts of intervention that directly or indirectly among themselves and where suitable conditions exist
entail foreign entanglement in the internal or external for their establishment. The same cannot be said of
affairs of Chile. the so-called South-Asia zone.
205. Socialjustice, solidarity and the participation of 212. So far as my country is concerned, my Foreign
every Chilean in the common effort to reconstruct Minister reaffirmed only yesterday [2245th meeting]
our motherland :lre a demonstration of how we have the Indian Gov.ernment's decision not to manufacture
overcome artificially engendered hatreds and an illus- nuclear weapons. He also.reiterated that India would
tration of a new mechanism aiming at the efficient use nuclear energy and technology exclusively for
and prompt solution of the problems confronting the peaceful purposes, and this of course includes the

. people of Chile, This is the path we have chosen. underground use of nuclear explosive devices. Our
We have committed ourselves to this endeavour with declarations in this regard have been welcomed by
austerity and sacrifice but also with dedication and many of our neighbours and several other countries.
faith in the future of our land. 213. I may mention for your information that two
206. The Chilean delegation is present at this ses- days after pur underground explosion, our Prime
sion of the Assembly with the intention of extending Minister wrote to the Prime Minister of Pakistan,
this very same spirit of co-operation and solidarity reaffirming that our experiment was intended only for
to the accomplishment of the tasks incumbent on the peaceful purposes.
international commu!1ity. I~ so doing, we trust .t~at 214. We also stated earlier that our underground
the over-all result Will be ..he attamment of posinve explosion was; in the nature of an .experiment and
agreef!len~s worthy of the fundamental goals of the should be seen only in the context of our endeavours
Organization, to develop our own natural resources. Since this
207.·~ The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Frenchi: , technology.will be experimented and used by us for
The representative of India has asked to speak in peaceful purposes only, we shall not agree to any
exercise of the right of reply. international inspection or any other constraints
208. Mr. JAIPAL (India): My delegation listened that may be involved in the establishment of a nu-
with considerable interest to the statement made by clear-free zone.
the representative of Pakistan, especially the reasons
given by him for his proposal to establish a nuclear
free zone in South Asia.
209. This zone has not been precisely defined, but
it is evident that it is an integral part of the continent
of Asia and the Indian Ocean area as well. This fact,
in our opinion, has a vital bearing on whether suitable
conditions exist for the setting up of a limited nuclear
free zone only in South Asia. However, since Paki
stan intends to include India in this zone, we wish
to take this opportunity to clarify our position.
210. My delegation would also point out that any
proposal to establish a nuclear-free zone in any part
of the world is an important question, as it would
engage the vital interests of all the countries in that
zone. It would have been natural, therefore, for the
countries in the proposed. zone first to discuss among
themselves the necessity for a nuclear-free zone.
This hag not happened.,
211. We think that it would be undesirable for the
General Assembly to declare. a particular area in the
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